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About this Workshop

How do arts, food, and sustainability come together? As a lead-up to 70 x 7 The
Meal, Act XL (40) by artists Lucy + Jorge Orta, this workshop with the artists and
Foodscape Collective will delve deep into four branches of this growing planetary
concern by examining food production, distribution, identity and culture, giving and
sharing. What conditions enable and perpetuate the status quo, and what
unobserved limits do we and our social systems place on the creativity of our society
to adapt to emerging circumstances, needs, and social forms? Consisting of sharing
sessions and intensive workshopping with people active in the local foodscape, this
workshop sets up a collective platform to raise questions pertinent to food issues in
both the local and global context.
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Your Facilitators
Lucy + Jorge Orta, also known as Studio Orta, is a collaborative practice focused
on social and ecological issues, employing a diversity of media to activate long-term
bodies of work, structured in series: Refuge Wear and Body Architecture are
portable minimum habitats bridging architecture and dress; Nexus Architecture
explores alternative modes of establishing the social link; Antarctica highlights the
urgent need to consider the dignity of people effected by climate change; OrtaWater
examines water scarcity and the problems arising from its pollution and corporate
control; HortiRecycling and 70 x 7 The Meal examines the local and global food
chains and the ritual of community dining. Their work has been included in numerous
biennales worldwide. Lucy Orta is also Professor and Chair of Art and Environment
at the University of the Arts London, United Kingdom.
Foodscape Collective is a community centred on growing food well, cooking food
well, eating well, and living well. We have a vision of growing resilient communities
integral to Singapore's food system, by exploring better approaches to sustainable
food production, expanding access to healthy, affordable food, and empowering new
leaders to cultivate just, resilient, healthy food systems.
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Contributors
Morning
Lalitha Nair
Lalitha Nair heads Woodlands Zone 2 Garden of Bees and Blooms community
garden. The garden garnered a Platinum Award when it first launched, and collected
another Platinum in the 2016 CIB Awards.
Lalitha is a CIB Ambassador, recognised for her efforts in reaching out to the
community and the very young. She conducts free gardening programs for children,
and promotes love for environment in the young. Students of adjacent Evergreen
Secondary School would harvest organic vegetables to give to elderly in eldercare
centre. For her efforts, Lalitha received Best Constituency (Ownership) award.

Desmond Tan
Desmond Tan heads Our Kampong Farm, a rooftop garden on a HDB carpark.
Desmond focused on hydroponics at home, but turned to soil-based growing when
the opportunity to start an edible garden on the roof came up. After 6 months, he and
his partner were ready to welcome volunteers, and today they have a thriving
community of volunteers who grow together, eat together, have fun together.
Desmond is a AVA Master Grower.

Terence Low
Terence started NAKEDGREENS, a community inspired by the idea of no-pesticide
growing of greens. He believes in using food for medicine and food as medicine.
Currently working on a new setup for St. John's Elder Home, he is always working on
bringing traditional foods like sambal chilli and archar to a young crowd. He makes
small homemade batches of ginger balms and lavender clove mosquito repellents
with natural ingredients.
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Tan Yong Shao and Valerie, Mahota Commune
Yong Shao and Valerie are the people behind Mahota Commune, which works to build
community through good food. Their retail space in the Lavendar area includes a cafe and
restaurant, a grocery market, activity, workshop and wellness areas. Their enterprise
includes Mahota Farm and Mahota Market, which deal with production and distribution
respectively.
Beyond the dining table, Mahota Life covers workshops, events and activities like Farmers’
Market, Mahota For Good CSR initiatives, Sunday Morning Community Walk, Cooking
Classes, Art, Design & Photography exhibitions, DIY carpentry/craft, Wine & Cheese
tastings, Specialty Coffee Appreciation, Social Enterprise Collaborations etc.
Read more on their website: http://www.mahota.sg

You can ask them about:
Food Production / Distribution

Kristine Oustrup, Mamakan Art Collective
Kristine founded Mamakan Art Collective in 2016. She creates contemporary
artworks inspired by the culinary and cultural heritage of Scandinavia and Southeast
Asia. She held an exhibition that recently concluded, and conducts
GastroGeography Artist Tours where you thrill your senses and let mother nature
lead you on a gastronomic expedition. Through her work, Kristine helps her audience
draw connections between food, art, memory, history and culture in sensory
experiences that will change how you experience your surroundings.

Calvin Chua, Architect
Calvin Chua is an Adjunct Assistant Professor for Architecture at the Singapore
University of Technology and Design (SUTD) and founder of Spatial Anatomy.
Working at the intersection between architecture and the city, the practice develop
develops solutions for today’s complex living environment through design
consultancy, strategic research and feasibility studies. An alumnus of the
Architectural Association, Calvin is a registered architect in the United Kingdom.
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Sheere Ng, In Plain Words
Sheere Ng is a food writer and researcher with an interest in the intersections of
food, immigration, and identity. Since attaining an MLA in Gastronomy from Boston
University in 2014, she worked with food-related cultural and private institutions in
New York City. She was a researcher for the Museum of Food and Drink and a
stagiaire at Fung Tu, a Chinese American restaurant in Manhattan.
You can ask her about:
Authenticity; identity and culture

Afternoon
Lalitha Nair
Lalitha Nair heads Woodlands Zone 2 Garden of Bees and Blooms community
garden. The garden garnered a Platinum Award when it first launched, and collected
another Platinum in the 2016 CIB Awards.
Lalitha is a CIB Ambassador, recognised for her efforts in reaching out to the
community and the very young. She conducts free gardening programs for children,
and promotes love for environment in the young. Students of adjacent Evergreen
Secondary School would harvest organic vegetables to give to elderly in eldercare
centre. For her efforts, Lalitha received Best Constituency (Ownership) award.

Desmond Tan
Desmond Tan heads Our Kampong Farm, a rooftop garden on a HDB carpark.
Desmond focused on hydroponics at home, but turned to soil-based growing when
the opportunity to start an edible garden on the roof came up. After 6 months, he and
his partner were ready to welcome volunteers, and today they have a thriving
community of volunteers who grow together, eat together, have fun together.
Desmond is a AVA Master Grower.
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Terence Low
Terence started NAKEDGREENS, a community inspired by the idea of no-pesticide
growing of greens. He believes in using food for medicine and food as medicine.
Currently working on a new setup for St. John's Elder Home, he is always working on
bringing traditional foods like sambal chilli and archar to a young crowd. He makes
small homemade batches of ginger balms and lavender clove mosquito repellents
with natural ingredients.

Geok Kuan
Geok Kuan says,
“When I was young, my aunt lived with my family. She used to make alcohol
tinctures to ease bruises and ankle sprains.
While I did not take much notice of the herbs she used, I can remember the
smell even up till now. Our astonishing human minds can really do wonders,
with memories from tender ages always having storage spaces. Fortunately,
the memories were all very endearing for me. Now, I can identify the herbs
she used thanks to my years of planting local medicinal and culinary herbs.
My name is Geok Kuan, and I hope I can share my experience with likeminded people, not forgetting my homemade alcohol tincture.
Food production and food distribution sound like a big commercial thing to
me, but I think I can still touch on a bit from my experience of tea production. I
guess I would focus on giving and sharing, my homemade alcohol tincture is a
product of this. I can also talk about identity and culture, as medicinal and
culinary herbs fall under here.”
You can ask her about:
Food production, food distribution, giving and sharing, identity and culture (see more
below)
She would like to know more about:
Preparing soil, fertilizing and pest control.
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Tan Yong Shao and Valerie, Mahota Commune
Yong Shao and Valerie are the people behind Mahota Commune, which works to
build community through good food. Their retail space in the Lavendar area includes
a cafe and restaurant, a grocery market, activity, workshop and wellness areas.
Their enterprise includes Mahota Farm and Mahota Market, which deal with
production and distribution respectively.
Beyond the dining table, Mahota Life covers workshops, events and activities like
Farmers’ Market, Mahota For Good CSR initiatives, Sunday Morning Community
Walk, Cooking Classes, Art, Design & Photography exhibitions, DIY carpentry/craft,
Wine & Cheese tastings, Specialty Coffee Appreciation, Social Enterprise
Collaborations etc.
Read more on their website: http://www.mahota.sg
You can ask them about:
Food Production / Distribution

Chris Leow, Edible Garden City
Chris attended culinary school and worked as a Chef and Barista for 5 years. He is
now a producer in Edible Garden City. He grows and supplies responsibly grown
vegetables and microgreens to restaurants all over Singapore. His hopes to
strengthen the relationships between Food growers and Chefs locally.
Together with the EGC team which is working on creating a world's first Urban Farm
that is both closed loop (zero waste), and socially inclusive (hiring of adults with
special needs) right in the heart of the city.
You can ask him about:
Food Production / Distribution
Chris would like to know more about:
- Farm to Table
- Regenerative Community Centres
- Social/ Community Food+Farming
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Nithiya, Brunch Bandits
Nithiya is focused on an exciting socially sustainable lifestyle which nourishes body
and soul, inspired by her multi faceted Asian Roots and intrepid jaunts across the
world.
An anthropologist focused on contemporary South Eastern Culture communicated
through the mediums of food and art, she brings to her Brunch Bandits Dining clubs
more than a decade of practise in sustainable cooking and curated consumption.
You can ask her about:
Identity and Culture / Food Production

Nizar, Free Food for All
Founder of Free Food for All, Nizar is a bear with the heart of gold, who breathes life
into FFFA. Anyone who has been in contact with FFFA, will know him as a spirited
giant who speaks gently to everyone he meets. When he is not busy coordinating
distributions, he is canvassing for support, in the form of sponsorships, donations
and volunteers to sustain FFFA.
Free Food for Food is currently raising funds for Daily Dinner Delivery, to support the
provision of 300 meals daily (on weekdays) and distributed to 3 main locations in
Singapore (Boon Lay, Marsiling and Chai Chee). These Halal Cooked Food is
prepared and served at about 5 PM to elderly residents and low income families of
all races and religions. Majority of the Meals are delivered to the doorsteps of the
recipients.

Michelle Lai, TANAH
Michelle Lai (Singapore) is an urban farmer interested in issues related to the local
food system. She is also interested in exploring community-driven innovation and
community engagement practices. She is part of TANAH, an interdisciplinary
Singapore collective that playfully questions urban living via site-specific
interventions within and around the city.
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Workshop Schedule
Time

Activity

Before 10am

Arrival, mingling, registration

10-10:15am

Welcome!
Quick introductions around the room
Introduction of day’s format
Aims and Objectives of the workshop
Introductory presentation of 70 x 7 Meal Act 40, and the role of the
‘Ambassador’ – Lucy Orta
Introductory presentation to Kickstarting Singapore’s Foodscape
Knowledge Base – Foodscape Collective
Questions – feedback to these 2 introductions.
Guidelines on interviewing approach, scribing, other forms of
recording (writing, drawing, video) – Foodscape Collective

10.15 to 10.20am

10.45 to 12.30pm - Round 1
Meet the “Contributors”
Short mention on why they are invited – to generate the provocations
for the meal ‘Islands of Knowledge’
Brief introduction of their subject by each contributor 1 min each
Form groups of 3-4
Individuals gravitate towards the “contributor” they most like to
interview
Groups consist of 3-4 persons, each with a different role (scribe,
record, ask questions...)
Scribes (x1-2) record questions and answers

10.20 to 11.50am

Round 1 - Conversations + Provocations
Interviews start!
Teams are free to go outside
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After 1 hour, start to home in on provocations.

11.50am to 12
noon

Gather back in the room, if any team has gone outside
Put up provocations on Sticky Wall
Scribes to make sure that digital notes are on shared Google drive
folder

12 noon to
12.30pm

Review Provocations I
Groups gather around The Sticky Wall to share their discussions and
provocations with each other

LUNCH
Not provided

2pm to 3pm

2-5pm: Round 2 (1 h) and Round 3 (1h), Review of Provocations
(30-45 min)
Participants and Contributors who just arrive: Brief by the Facilitators
on what is happening, and how they can contribute
Round 2 - Conversations + Provocation
People coming back from lunch can choose to stay with their original
group, or join a new group
Compile group’s provocations on The Sticky Wall

3pm to 3.10pm

Break
Scribes to make sure that digital notes are on shared Google drive
folder
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3.10pm to 4.10pm

Round 3 - Conversations + Provocation
People can choose to stay with their original group, or join a new
group
Compile group’s provocations on The Sticky Wall

4.10pm to 4.15pm

Break
Scribes to make sure that digital notes are on shared Google drive
folder

4.15pm-4.50pm

Review Provocations II
Groups gather around The Sticky Wall to share key learnings &
insights
Finalise list of provocations on The Sticky Wall

4.50pm-5pm
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Wrap up!

